Dear Students, dear Colleagues,

the Decree Law "Re-launch ITALY" issued by the Government has allocated measures for the University and Research. It will be necessary to wait for the ministerial decrees to confirm these measures but it is possible to assume additional funds to the right to study for our students and an enlargement of the No Tax Area. We cannot accept the risk, at a time of great economic uncertainty, that many families will be forced to give up the education of their children. The Politecnico di Milano will do its utmost to protect the students most in need.

The second aspect is focused on scientific research with a new National Interest Programme (PRIN) and a large number of new positions of type B researcher. A measure that well connects to the important plan of 100 new type A researcher positions promoted last year by Politecnico di Milano.

I will keep you updated in the upcoming messages on the impact of the decrees on our University and on the decisions we will take accordingly.

I wish you a happy Sunday
Ferruccio Resta